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Abstract

Apo-Calmodulin acts as the light chain for unconventional myosin V, and treatment with Ca2+ can cause
dissociation of calmodulin from the 6IQ region of the myosin heavy chain. The effects of Ca2+ on the
stoichiometry and affinity of interactions of calmodulin and its two domains with two myosin-V peptides
(IQ3 and IQ4) have therefore been quantified in vitro, using fluorescence and near- and far-UV CD. The
results with separate domains show their differential affinity in interactions with the IQ motif, with the
apo-N domain interacting surprisingly weakly. Contrary to expectations, the effect of Ca2+ on the interac-
tions of either peptide with either isolated domain is to increase affinity, reducing the Kd at physiological
ionic strengths by >200-fold to ∼ 75 nM for the N domain, and ∼ 10-fold to ∼ 15 nM for the C domain. Under
suitable conditions, intact (holo- or apo-) calmodulin can bind up to two IQ-target sequences. Interactions
of apo- and holo-calmodulin with the double-length, concatenated sequence (IQ34) can result in complex
stoichiometries. Strikingly, holo-calmodulin forms a high-affinity 1:1 complex with IQ34 in a novel mode
of interaction, as a “bridged” structure wherein two calmodulin domains interact with adjacent IQ motifs.
This apparently imposes a steric requirement for the �-helical target sequence to be discontinuous, possibly
in the central region, and a model structure is illustrated. Such a mode of interaction could account for the
Ca2+-dependent regulation of myosin V in vitro motility, by changing the structure of the regulatory
complex, and paradoxically causing calmodulin dissociation through a change in stoichiometry, rather than
a Ca2+-dependent reduction in affinity.
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Calmodulin is primarily known as the highly conserved,
ubiquitous intracellular receptor for calcium signals in eu-
karyotic cells, which promotes Ca2+-dependent regulation
of numerous biological processes (Berridge et al. 2001;
Chin and Means 2001). The holo-CaM complex activates a
wide variety of target enzymes, including kinases and ki-

nase cascades (Soderling 1999). Conformational changes
occurring in both calmodulin domains when each binds two
calcium ions (Finn et al. 1995; Kuboniwa et al. 1995; Zhang
et al. 1995) expose hydrophobic surfaces with which key
hydrophobic residues of a given target sequence interact
(Crivici and Ikura 1995; Rhoads and Friedberg 1997). En-
zyme activation typically occurs by removal of a contiguous
or noncontiguous inhibitory pseudosubstrate sequence of
the enzyme from its own active site (Kemp et al. 1987).

Information on the molecular interaction of Ca4CaM with
target enzymes depends mainly on structures of complexes
of calmodulin with synthetic peptides of ∼ 20 residues in
length, often with a basic, amphipathic, �-helical motif,
representing the calmodulin target sequence of numerous
kinases. This type of target interaction has been extensively
analyzed in terms of the structural changes on binding to
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calmodulin (Finn et al. 1995; Kuboniwa et al. 1995; Zhang
et al. 1995), the sequence requirements of the target protein
(Crivici and Ikura 1995; Rhoads and Friedberg 1997), the
relative affinities of individual domains of calmodulin for
given sequences (Bayley et al. 1996), the ability of indi-
vidual domains to activate certain enzymes (Persechini et al.
1994), and the discrimination between domains effected by
the competition of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions under physiological
conditions (Martin et al. 2000).

The resulting picture is that calmodulin exhibits an al-
most unique versatility for its Ca2+-dependent interactions
with targets, governed by (1) the differential affinity of the
two domains for Ca2+ (Linse et al. 1991) and for Mg2+

(Martin et al. 2000); (2) the differential affinity of the two
(Ca2+-loaded) domains for given target sequences (Barth et
al. 1998), portions of which are normally, but not necessar-
ily, contiguous; (3) the resulting structures of Ca4CaM com-
plexes differing in terms of the relative disposition of the
two domains relative to the (generally) �-helical target se-
quence (Meador et al. 1993); and (4) the possibility of dif-
ferences in orientation of the target peptide relative to one or
more of the domains of calmodulin (Barth et al. 1998;
Osawa et al. 1999; Kurokawa et al. 2001). The recent struc-
ture of the complex of calmodulin with the gating domain of
the Ca2+-activated K+ channel (Schumacher et al. 2001),
interactions of calmodulin with several L-types of Ca2+

channels (Erickson et al. 2001), and the structure of the
anthrax adenylyl cyclase exotoxin (Drum et al. 2002) are
further examples of the molecular versatility of calmodulin
in its target reactions.

The interaction of apo-CaM with target sequences has
been less studied. Its affinity for the kinase-type target se-
quences is typically many orders of magnitude lower than
Ca4CaM (Tsvetkov et al. 1999; Martin et al. 2000). In con-
trast, both apo-CaM and Ca4CaM bind to the neuronal pro-
tein neuromodulin (GAP-43 or P-57) with similar affinity
(Cimler et al. 1985; Alexander et al. 1987). This protein
contains a different type of CaM target sequence, the IQ
motif, with consensus sequence IQxxxRGxxxR. This motif
is found as a single copy in other neuronal proteins, such as
neurogranin (RC3) and PEP19, and also occurs, typically in
multiple concatenated forms, in the large family of cyto-
plasmic myosin motor proteins (Cheney and Mooseker
1992). In these unconventional myosins, calmodulin acts as
a “light chain,” analogous to the two specific light chains
(essential and regulatory light chains, ELC and RLC) of the
(conventional) myosin II (Cope et al. 1996; Houdusse et al.
1996). The ELC and RLC binding sequences are also IQ
motifs, but they diverge in part from the consensus sequence
observed in the unconventional myosins (Houdusse et al.
1996).

Present models of myosin motor protein mechanisms are
based on the crystal structures of muscle myosin II, in which
the �-helical IQ sequences (plus ELC and RLC) constitute

the “lever arm” regulatory region involved in the mecha-
nico-chemical coupling between the ATPase site (in the
globular S1 head) and the C-terminal coiled-coil dimeriza-
tion structures (Houdusse et al. 1999). The length of the IQ
region has been shown to correlate with motor speed and
step size in the in vitro motility assays with (conventional)
myosin II (Anson et al. 1996; Uyeda et al. 1996; Ruff et al.
2001). But recent evidence makes us question whether this
relationship also holds for other members of the myosin
family, such as myosin V and VI (for review, see Geeves
2002).

The molecular basis of IQ–calmodulin interactions is
critical for understanding the activity and regulation of these
unconventional myosin motor proteins. A model of the
structure of apo-CaM complexed with the IQ1 sequence of
the unconventional myosin, brush border myosin-I, BBM1
(1aji.pdb; Houdusse et al. 1996) was derived from the ELC
portion of the atomic structure of the regulatory fragment of
scallop myosin II (1wdc.pdb), showing the ELC and the
RLC bound to residues 781–837 of the �-helical myosin
heavy chain (Houdusse and Cohen 1996). The structure of
apo-CaM with the IQ12 peptide sequence of myosin V has
also been reported (Houdusse et al. 2000). These models
indicate that both domains of apo-CaM interact with differ-
ent parts of the IQ motif, and in distinctly different modes,
with the C domain in the semiopen conformation, and the N
domain in the closed conformation (Houdusse et al. 1996;
Swindells and Ikura 1996).

Regulation of unconventional myosins I and V by Ca2+

has been shown in an in vitro motility assay, based on the
ATP-dependent movement of fluorescent actin filaments on
the S1 subfragment of the myosin attached to a surface. The
motility was inhibited by [Ca2+] ∼ 100 �M (pCa ∼ 4), and
was restored only by the inclusion of apo-CaM together
with EGTA. The proposal that Ca2+ causes the dissociation
of CaM from the IQ regions has been supported by gel
analysis for both myosin I (Collins et al. 1990; Zhu et al.
1998) and myosin V (Zhu et al. 1996). However, the mo-
tility of both myosin I and myosin V can be inhibited at
significantly lower [Ca2+] (pCa ∼ 6) without apparently
causing calmodulin dissociation (Zhu et al. 1998; Homma et
al. 2000).

The aim of the present work is to characterize the effect
of Ca2+ on the interaction of calmodulin (and its separate
constituent domains) with well-conserved peptide se-
quences derived from portions of the IQ region of mouse
dilute myosin V. Here we study peptides IQ3, IQ4, and the
double-length sequence IQ34. Near-UV and far-UV CD and
fluorescence spectroscopy are used to assess quantitatively
the stoichiometry and affinity of complex formation, in both
the presence and absence of Ca2+. These interactions are
shown to be strikingly different from those of Ca4CaM with
basic, �-helical target peptides, in which Ca2+ typically in-
creases target affinity by up to 106-fold (Bayley et al. 1996).
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Under physiological ionic conditions, both Ca4CaM and
apo-CaM can interact with a given IQ sequence with high
affinity (Kd < 100 nM), and the presence of Ca2+ surpris-
ingly enhances the affinity of calmodulin for a given pep-
tide. Ca4CaM can bind up to two IQ-target sequences, one
to each domain. There is a strong differential effect of the
two domains of apo-CaM, with the C domain accounting for
the majority of the affinity of complex formation. The in-
teractions of apo-CaM (and its domains) with IQ peptides
are strongly ionic strength-dependent, and multiple stoichi-
ometry can result. The behavior becomes even more com-
plex with the concatenated, double-length IQ motif IQ34,
which forms a novel 1:1 complex with Ca4CaM. These
results are discussed with reference to the possible molecu-
lar mechanism of the inhibitory effect of Ca2+ on the mo-
tility of unconventional myosins.

Results

Because Drosophila calmodulin contains no tryptophan
residues, the single Trp residue in the IQ3 peptide was used
for direct monitoring of complex formation with calmodulin
or its separate domains using Trp fluorescence emission and
near-UV CD. These optical properties were also used in
titrations in which IQ4 was used to displace IQ3 from com-
plexes with calmodulin or its domains.

Interaction of IQ3 and IQ4 with the
calmodulin fragments

Figure 1A shows the Trp fluorescence emission spectra for
the complexes of IQ3 with the calmodulin fragments, Tr1C
and Tr2C. The emission maxima are at 338 (apo-Tr1C), 335
(holo-Tr1C), 334 (apo-Tr2C), and 328 nm (holo-Tr2C). The
free peptide emits at ∼ 356 nm. These spectra show that both
fragments form complexes in which they interact with the
Trp-containing portion of the peptide. In both cases the
solvent exposure of the Trp residue is further decreased in
the complex with the Ca2+-saturated fragment.

Fluorescence titrations of IQ3 with the calmodulin frag-
ments are shown in Figure 1B. Apo-Tr1C was found to
interact weakly with IQ3 at physiological ionic strength (see
below), and this titration was therefore performed at low
KCl concentration (10 mM). These titrations show that the
apo- and holo-forms of the fragments form simple 1:1 com-
plexes with the IQ3 peptide. There is no evidence that this
peptide binds a second copy of the fragment under the con-
centration conditions of these experiments.

Preliminary studies using far-UV CD showed that IQ3
(and IQ4) became partially helical when bound to the cal-
modulin fragments, both with and without Ca2+. Titrations
of the fragments with IQ3 show that 1:1 complexes are
formed in each case (Fig. 2A). In the case of Tr1C, the
increase in helicity is very similar in the apo and holo cases.

The increase in helicity is significantly greater for IQ3
bound to Tr2C compared with Tr1C (for both the apo and
holo cases), and, surprisingly, this increase is larger for the
complex with apo-Tr2C than for the complex with holo-
Tr2C. Similar far-UV CD titrations performed with IQ4
(Fig. 2B) show that this peptide gives similar increases in
CD intensity upon forming 1:1 complexes with the frag-
ments. IQ4, like IQ3, becomes more helical in complexes

Fig. 1. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra of IQ3 and its complexes with
apo-Tr1C, holo-Tr1C, apo-Tr2C, and holo-Tr2C. Spectra were recorded in
25 mM Tris, 10 mM KCl (pH 8.0) with 0.2 EGTA or 1 mM CaCl2 as
appropriate. (B) Fluorescence titrations of IQ3 (2.55 �M) with apo-Tr1C
(Kd � 270 nM), holo-Tr1C (Kd � 98 nM), apo-Tr2C (Kd � 85 nM), and
holo-Tr2C (Kd � 11 nM). Titrations were performed at 20°C in 25 mM
Tris (pH 8.0) with 10 mM KCl (apo-Tr1C) or 100 mM KCl (apo- and
holo-Tr2C, holo-Tr1C). Solutions contained 0.2 mM EGTA or 1 mM
CaCl2 as appropriate. Solid lines are the computed best fits for 1:1 stoi-
chiometry, with the Kd values as indicated.

Interaction of calmodulin with IQ-motif peptides
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with Tr2C than in those with Tr1C, and is more helical in
the complex with apo-Tr2C than in the complex with holo-
Tr2C. With Tr1C, the situation is reversed, IQ4 being more
helical in the complex with the holo-form than with the
apo-form. These results show the general effect that either
peptide will bind to either domain in the presence or ab-
sence of Ca2+, with a corresponding increase in overall he-
licity. The results indicate a domain and peptide specificity
in the resulting intensities of all the 1:1 peptide–fragment
complexes, indicating significant differences in secondary

structure, with the greater effects shown by both peptides in
complex with the C domain.

Because both peptides form 1:1 complexes with the cal-
modulin fragments, fluorescence competition assays were
used to measure affinities for the complexes involving IQ4
(which is spectroscopically silent). In these experiments
(Fig. 3) a mixture of IQ3 and excess fragment was titrated
with IQ4, and the decrease in Trp fluorescence was moni-
tored. (The titration involving apo-Tr1C was again per-
formed at low ionic strength; see above.) The curves were
analyzed using the values of the affinities for IQ3 deter-
mined using the direct titrations (Fig. 1B). Dissociation con-
stants for IQ4 binding to apo- and holo-Tr2C are approxi-
mately twofold higher than those for the binding of IQ3.
The differences are significantly greater for Tr1C; the Kd for
the binding of IQ4 to apo-Tr1C is fivefold higher than that
for IQ3, but the Kd for binding to holo-Tr1C is threefold
lower. To confirm that the competition assay provides a
reliable estimate for the Kd of IQ4, a far-UV CD titration of
apo-Tr2C with IQ4 was performed, at an ionic strength of
220 mM. Analysis of this curve (data not shown) gave a Kd

of 1.4 ±0.6 �M, in reasonable agreement with the value
determined using the competition assay (see Table 1).

A combination of direct fluorometric and fluorescence
competition titrations was used to measure the affinity for
the interaction of IQ3 or IQ4 with the calmodulin fragments
over a range of ionic strengths. The results are summarized
in Figure 4 and Table 1. These data clearly illustrate the
greater ionic-strength dependence in the formation of the
complexes of IQ3 (or IQ4) with the apo-form of Tr1C or
Tr2C, compared with the holo-complexes. The weakness of

Fig. 3. Fluorescence competition titrations of IQ3 (2.55 �M) plus excess
calmodulin domain (3.65–4.0 �M) with IQ4. Titrations were performed at
20°C in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0) with 10 mM KCl (apo-Tr1C) or 100 mM KCl
(apo- and holo-Tr2C, holo-Tr1C). Solutions also contained 0.2 mM EGTA
or 1 mM CaCl2 as appropriate. The solid lines are the computed best fits.

Fig. 2. Far-UV CD titrations (222 nm) of the calmodulin fragments with
IQ3 (A) and IQ4 (B). Titrations were performed using 10–12 �M pro-
tein at 20°C in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 10 mM KCl with 0.2 mM EGTA
or 1 mM CaCl2 as appropriate. The signal plotted was calculated as
���M � (�AObserved − �ADomain − �APeptide)/[Domain], where �AObserved

is the signal observed during the titration, �ADomain is the signal from the
domain alone, and �APeptide is the signal from the peptide alone. [Domain]
is the molar concentration of the domain.
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interaction of IQ3 (or IQ4) with apo-Tr1C prevents a direct
comparison from being made of all complexes under the
standard buffer condition of 100 mM KCl. However, a lin-
ear extrapolation of the data indicates Kd values of ∼ 20 �M
and ∼ 100 �M for the complexes of apo-Tr1C with IQ3 and
IQ4, respectively. These may be compared with values of
120 nM and 38 nM for the corresponding complexes with
holo-Tr1C. Thus, at an ionic strength approximating normal
physiological conditions (typically 100 mM KCl), there is
little or no interaction of the peptide with the isolated apo-N
domain. In contrast, both IQ3 and IQ4 bind relatively
strongly to apo-Tr2C (Kd � 82 nM and 176 nM, respec-
tively) and even more strongly to holo-Tr2C (Kd � 11 nM
and 25 nM, respectively). Thus, binding of these peptides to
Tr2C is generally significantly stronger than to Tr1C. In all
cases the presence of Ca2+ causes a significant increase in
the affinity of complex formation between either IQ peptide
and the individual calmodulin domains, being particularly
marked (200- to 2500-fold) for Tr1C, and, in spite of the
overall higher affinity, it is still substantial (∼ 10-fold) for
Tr2C.

Interaction of IQ3 and IQ4 with calmodulin

The interaction of IQ3 or IQ4 with apo- or holo-CaM was
studied by similar methods and over a similar range of

solution conditions to determine the contribution of the two
domains of the protein to the stoichiometry and affinity of
complex formation. The titration of IQ3 with holo-CaM
does not show simple 1:1 stoichiometry. At both high and
low ionic strength there is an apparent end point at [CaM]/
[IQ3] ∼ 0.5 (Fig. 5A), indicating that the intact protein can
bind two copies of the peptide. To clarify this point, near-
UV CD was used as an independent indicator of the inter-
actions of the individual domains of CaM with the Trp-
containing region of IQ3. Figure 6A shows a comparison of
the near-UV CD difference spectra of the 1:1 complexes of
IQ3 with holo-Tr1C and holo-Tr2C with that of a mixture of
IQ3 with excess holo-CaM. The latter spectrum clearly re-
sembles that of the 1:1 holo-Tr2C–IQ3 complex. This indi-
cates that IQ3 binds more strongly to the C domain than to
the N domain of holo-CaM, as anticipated from the relative
affinities of holo-Tr1C and holo-Tr2C for IQ3. In addition,
a CD difference titration of IQ3 with holo-CaM was per-
formed, monitoring the CD intensity at 286 nm (Fig. 6B).
The signal initially decreases, reaches a minimum at [CaM]/
[IQ3] ∼ 0.5, and then increases again to become positive at
high [CaM]/[IQ3] ratios. This is readily explained in terms
of the properties of the complexes of IQ3 with the indi-
vidual domains (Fig. 6A). The first part of the titration (up
to [CaM]/[IQ3] � 0.5) arises because each domain of CaM

Table 1. Dissociation constants for the interaction of IQ3 and IQ4 with Tr1C and Tr2C in the presence and absence of Ca2+ (25
mM Tris at pH 8, 20°C)

Ionic strength (mM) Kd IQ3 (nM) Kd IQ4 (nM) Ionic strength (mM) Kd IQ3 (nM) Kd IQ4 (nM)

apo-Tr1C holo-Tr1C
15 88 (15) 405 (95) 30 21 (5.5) 7.7 (2.9)
20 225 (41) 1290 (360) 50 45 (9) 12.3 (3.8)
25 366 (70) 2100 (520) 70 62 (8) nd
30 559 (67) 2430 (830) 110 120 (13) 38.3 (9.5)
40 1220 (280) 7150 (1920) 150 173 (35) nd
50 2380 (520) nd 210 289 (90) 75 (27)
60 3880 (350) 16,500 (4380) 410 555 (149) nd

110 ∼ 20,000a ∼ 100,000a

apo-Tr2C holo-Tr2C
20 1.07 (0.28) 1.7 (0.47) 50 2.85 (0.7) 4.7 (1.8)
30 1.65 (0.27) 4.5 (1.2) 75 4.3 (1.6) nd
40 9.5 (2.3) 21 (6.8) 110 11 (1.5) 25 (8.2)
50 11.2 (2.8) 23 (6.3) 210 18 (2.6) 50 (13.1)
70 28.5 (5.7) 58 (12.3) 310 29 (5.3) 71 (18.3)

110 82 (18) 176 (49) 410 39 (8.9) 108 (36.5)
150 255 (42) nd
220 920 (155) 1650 (470)b

apo-CaM
110 21.5 (4.5) 33 (8.8)
150 59 (6.8) 73 (14)
210 250 (65) 465 (165)
310 565 (125) 800 (240)

a These values were estimated by extrapolation from values measured at lower ionic strengths (see text).
b A value of 1400 (600) was determined by far-UV CD titration (see text).
Values in parentheses are standard deviations.
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binds one IQ3 and the signal is dominated by the more
intense negative contribution from the IQ3 bound to the
N-terminal domain (cf. holo-Tr1C–IQ3). As the calmodulin
concentration is increased further, the two domains effec-
tively compete for the available peptide. The (negative) sig-
nal then decreases and becomes positive, eventually resem-
bling the weakly positive CD signal of the holo-Tr2C–IQ3
complex. This follows the pattern of Kds of 11 and 120 nM
for holo-Tr2C–IQ3 and holo-Tr1C–IQ3 complexes, respec-
tively. Thus at high [CaM]/[IQ3] ratios the bulk of the pep-
tide will be bound to the C-terminal domain and the spec-
trum then resembles that of the holo-Tr2C–IQ3 complex.

This model, in which a peptide can interact with each
domain of calmodulin, has been further tested, using the

fluorescence and CD titrations of IQ3 with holo-CaM (Figs.
5A and 6B). The optical properties of the bound peptides
were assumed to be the same as those of the complexes with
holo-Tr1C and holo-Tr2C. The CD data could be ad-
equately described using fixed Kds of 120 (for the N do-
main) and 11 nM (for the C domain). Under normal ionic
strength conditions (I � 110 mM), the fluorescence curve
could be fitted with two emitting species with a relative
intensity of 1.26 (as for holo-Tr2C–IQ3/holo-Tr1C–IQ3),
and Kds of 65 ± 25 nM (for the N domain) and 7 ± 2 nM (for
the C domain). Given the limitations of the analysis, these
values are in good agreement with the Kds determined for

Fig. 5. Fluorescence titrations of IQ3 (2.55 �M) with holo-CaM (A) and
apo-CaM (B). Titrations were performed at 20°C in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0),
100 mM KCl (open symbols), or 10 mM KCl (closed symbols), with 0.2
mM EGTA or 1 mM CaCl2 as necessary. The solid lines are the computed
best fits for the binding of up to two molecules of IQ3 per calmodulin (see
text).

Fig. 4. Ionic strength dependence of the dissociation constants for the
interaction of IQ3 and IQ4 with apo- and holo-Tr2C (A) and with apo- and
holo-Tr1C (B). All measurements were made at 20°C in 25 mM Tris (pH
8.0) with 0.2 mM EGTA or 1 mM CaCl2 and KCl as necessary.
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the isolated fragments. For the similar titration under low
ionic strength conditions (I � 20 mM), the affinity for the
holo-C domain was consistently 10 times higher than the
affinity for the N domain, but in view of the higher affinities
at this ionic strength only the ratio of the affinities is well
determined, rather than their absolute values.

Far-UV CD titrations of apo- and holo-CaM with IQ3 and
IQ4 are shown in Figure 7. At low ionic strength (Fig. 7A)
all four titrations saturate at a [peptide]/[CaM] ratio of ∼ 2,
showing that both peptides can form complexes in which

each domain of calmodulin contains a bound peptide. The
shape of the curves (two essentially linear portions with
larger amplitude in the first) indicates that this is a sequen-
tial process with the added peptide binding preferentially to
the C-terminal domain of the calmodulin. This would again
be consistent with the affinities previously determined for
interaction of these peptides with the isolated domains. At
high ionic strength (Fig. 7B) the interaction of either peptide
with holo-CaM is closely similar to that observed at low
ionic strength (i.e., a stoichiometry of 2). However, the
curves for interaction with apo-CaM are significantly dif-
ferent, and indicate the formation of simple 1:1 complexes.
This is consistent with the observation that the isolated

Fig. 7. Far-UV CD titrations (222 nm) of apo- and holo-CaM with IQ3 and
IQ4 in the presence of 10 mM KCl (A) or 100 mM KCl (B). Titrations were
performed using 10–12 �M calmodulin at 25°C in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0)
with 0.2 mM EGTA or 1 mM CaCl2 as appropriate.

Fig. 6. (A) Near-UV CD difference spectra (complex − components) of the
complexes of IQ3 with holo-Tr1C, holo-Tr2C, and holo-CaM. The [Pro-
tein]/[IQ3] ratio was 1.05 for the fragments and 2.6 for intact calmodulin
(see text). The spectra were recorded at 20°C in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 100
mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2. (B) Near-UV CD titration of IQ3 (150 �M) with
holo-CaM. The titration was performed at 20°C in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0),
100 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2. The solid line was calculated as described in
the text.
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apo-N domain binds very weakly to IQ3 (and IQ4) at high
ionic strength.

The fluorescence titration of IQ3 with apo-CaM (Fig. 5B)
at high ionic strength indicates the formation of a simple 1:1
complex. At low ionic strength, the titration is consistent
with each domain of CaM binding one molecule of the
peptide. The form of the low ionic strength curve is different
from that of holo-CaM (Fig. 5A), because the ratio of fluo-
rescence intensities at 330 nm (Tr2C–IQ3/Tr1C–IQ3) is
1.26 in the presence of Ca2+, but 1.78 in the absence. As
expected, the data at low ionic strength could be adequately
described using fixed Kds of 225 nM (for the isolated N
domain) and 1.07 nM (for the isolated C domain) with two
emitting species with a relative intensity of 1.78.

Because both IQ3 and IQ4 form simple 1:1 complexes
with apo-CaM at high ionic strength, dissociation constants
were determined using direct fluorometric (IQ3) and com-
petition (IQ4) titrations as above. The Kd values for apo-
CaM–IQ3 are 21.5 nM (at I � 110 mM), 59 nM (I � 150
mM), 250 nM (I � 210 mM), and 565 nM (I � 310 mM).
The Kd values for apo-CaM–IQ4 are 33 nM (at I � 110
mM), 73 nM (I � 150 mM), 465 nM (I � 210 mM), and
800 nM (I � 310 mM). These values may be compared
with those for the interaction of the peptides with apo-Tr2C
(apo-Tr2C–IQ3, 82 nM and 920 nM; and apo-Tr2C–IQ4,
176 nM and 1650 nM; at I � 110 mM and 220 mM, re-
spectively). This shows that the interactions have a similar
sensitivity to ionic strength for both apo-CaM and the apo-
Tr2C domain, and that, for both peptides, the interaction
with intact apo-CaM is only some four- or fivefold stronger
than with the isolated apo-C domain. This further confirms
that it is the C-terminal domain of intact calmodulin that
interacts with IQ3 under these conditions, with the small
increase in affinity resulting from some weak interaction
with the apo-N domain.

Interaction of IQ34 with CaM and the CaM fragments

Because IQ3 and IQ4 are contiguous in the IQ region of
myosin V, it is of particular interest to compare the above
results with the affinity and Ca2+-sensitivity of the binding
of calmodulin and its fragments to the double-length se-
quence IQ34. It may be noted that IQ34 contains only a
single Trp residue in the IQ3 portion. The fluorescence
emission spectra of the complexes of IQ34 with calmodulin
and the fragments are, as expected, very similar to those of
the corresponding complexes with IQ3. Fluorescence titra-
tions of IQ34 with these proteins are shown in Figure 8A.
The data for the tryptic fragments are consistent with the
binding of two copies of the domain to one IQ34. The
titration with holo-Tr2C is convex relative to the abscissa,
whereas that with holo-Tr1C is concave. This is consistent
with the observed preferences of the domains for the iso-
lated IQ3 and IQ4 peptides: holo-Tr2C binds somewhat

more strongly to IQ3 than to IQ4, whereas holo-Tr1C binds
somewhat more strongly to IQ4. Furthermore, the computed
fits to the fluorescence data show that they can be ad-
equately described using fixed Kd values of 120 (for the N
domain) and 11 nM (for the C domain). Thus in binding to
IQ34, the higher-affinity interaction for holo-Tr2C is to the
Trp-containing, IQ3 portion of the IQ34 sequence, whereas
the higher-affinity interaction for holo-Tr1C is to the IQ4
portion of the sequence.

In contrast, the binding of holo-CaM to IQ34 under iden-
tical conditions (Fig. 8A) clearly shows the formation of a
simple 1:1 complex, consistent with both the constituent
N-domain and C-domain binding to the IQ34. The affinity

Fig. 8. (A) Fluorescence titrations of IQ34 (2.5 �M) with holo-Tr1C,
holo-Tr2C, and holo-CaM. The solid lines were calculated as described in
the text. (B) Fluorescence competition titrations of holo-CaM (5.5 �M)
plus 5.8 �M IQ3 or 5.8 �M IQ34 with CBP1. The solid lines are the
computed best fits.
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of the interaction between holo-CaM and IQ34 is clearly
high. The Kd has been measured using competition assays
with the peptide CBP1 (LKLKKLLKLLKKLLKLG),
which also binds to holo-CaM with very high affinity
(Kd ∼ 5 pM; Brown et al. 1997). The results are shown in
Figure 8B. A control titration of holo-CaM (5.5 �M) + IQ3
(5.8 �M) with CBP1 shows complex behavior because the
initial mixture of IQ3 and holo-CaM contains Ca4CaM,
Ca4CaM–IQ3, and Ca4CaM–(IQ3)2 (see above). The titra-
tion is initially nonlinear because the IQ3 displaced in the
early part of the titration simply forms more Ca4CaM–
(IQ3)2. The important observation is that all the IQ3 is
effectively displaced when CBP1 is equimolar with calmod-
ulin, consistent with the fact that CBP1 binds very much
more strongly. The titration of holo-CaM (5.5 �M) + IQ34
(5.8 �M) with CBP1 shows very different behavior; IQ34
clearly binds very much more strongly and is only substan-
tially displaced in the presence of a very large molar excess
of CBP1. Analysis of this curve yields a Kd for the CaM–
IQ34 complex of ∼ 0.6 pM. This value is consistent with
each domain binding tightly to an IQ motif, based on the
previous measurements of the IQ peptides with the isolated
domains. This high affinity also implies that the apparent
affinity of calmodulin for Ca2+ is significantly enhanced in
the presence of the target.

Far-UV CD titrations further confirmed the stoichiom-
etries of 1:1 for the complex of IQ34 with holo-CaM and
2:1 with either of its fragments (Fig. 9A). In addition, these
titrations indicate the high �-helicity of the holo-CaM–IQ34
complex. The increase in signal (���) is slightly greater
than the mean of the other two plateaus (representing com-
plexes with two domains per IQ34). This indicates that, in
the case of the holo-CaM–IQ34 complex, the N domain and
the C domain interact with a different portion of the peptide.
From the previous data, the most likely orientation would be
C domain with the IQ3 portion and N domain with the IQ4
portion. The titration data alone do not exclude the forma-
tion of a larger complex in which the proportions of CaM
and IQ34 are equimolar, but possibly representing a dimeric
(2:2) or higher-order structure. We have therefore examined
the complex by equilibrium ultracentrifugation (see Mate-
rials and Methods). Nine data sets were globally fitted to a
single species model. The best fit to all data sets gave a
value of Mr of 21,398 ± 1180 D (n � 9), compared with the
calculated value of 21,991 D for a 1:1 Ca4CaM–IQ34 com-
plex. The choice of model was validated by the absence of
systematic deviation of the residuals between the fitted
curve and all nine data sets. We conclude that the complex
is indeed monomeric, involving a single molecule of cal-
modulin and a single molecule of IQ34 peptide.

In the absence of Ca2+, the fluorescence emission spectra
of the complexes of IQ34 with CaM and its fragments are
similar, although not identical, to those of the corresponding
complexes with IQ3. Fluorescence titrations of IQ34 with

the apo-proteins in the presence of 100 mM KCl (Fig. 9B)
show several surprising features. The titration with apo-
Tr2C appears to show an end point at a [Tr2C]/[IQ34] ratio
of close to 0.5, indicating that this fragment is able to bind
two copies of IQ34. In the case of apo-Tr1C, the data do not
conform well to a simple 1:1 reaction, but the stoichiometry
is unclear. In addition, apo-Tr1C appears to bind to IQ34
under ionic strength conditions where it binds only very
weakly to either IQ3 or IQ4. The titration of IQ34 with
apo-CaM appears to saturate at a [CaM]/[IQ34] ratio of
somewhat less than 0.5, indicating that one apo-CaM inter-
acts with multiple IQ34 molecules. Because both the cal-
modulin and IQ34 are potentially bivalent, the possibility

Fig. 9. (A) Far-UV CD titrations (222 nm) of IQ34 with holo-Tr1C, holo-
Tr2C, and holo-CaM. Titrations were performed using 10–12 �M protein
at 25°C in 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 100 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2. (B) Fluo-
rescence titrations of IQ34 (2.3 �M) with apo-Tr1C, apo-Tr2C, and apo-
CaM. A control titration of IQ3 (2.3 �M) with apo-CaM is also shown.
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exists for multimeric complexes, possibly formed by a mix-
ture of specific and nonspecific interactions. The character-
ization of the complexes of IQ34 with apo-CaM and the
fragments in the absence of Ca2+ is somewhat limited, be-
cause slow aggregation reactions occur even at low concen-
trations.

Discussion

Calmodulin is well recognized as the ubiquitous cytoplas-
mic protein that transduces Ca2+ signals to activate numer-
ous cellular processes (Chin and Means 2001). However,
early work (Cimler et al. 1985; Alexander et al. 1987) iden-
tified neuromodulin as a protein with similar affinity for
either apo-CaM or Ca4CaM. At low ionic strength, calmod-
ulin affinity is in fact fivefold to 10-fold higher than in the
absence of Ca2+; but at physiological ionic strength, the
presence of Ca2+ has little effect. Subsequently, a large
number of proteins containing the IQ-type calmodulin-bind-
ing motif have been identified as able to bind apo-CaM with
significant affinity (Bähler and Rhoads 2002). Among these
proteins, the unconventional (cytoplasmic) myosins are par-
ticularly interesting because (1) they contain multiple IQ-
sequences; (2) apo-CaM binds to the functionally important
lever-arm region of the proteins; (3) Ca2+ inhibits the actin-
based motility of several unconventional myosins; and (4) a
mechanism has been proposed for this inhibition, in terms of
Ca2+ causing partial dissociation of calmodulin from the IQ
region of myosin I and myosin V (Coluccio and Bretscher
1987; Collins et al. 1990; Swanljung-Collins and Collins
1991; Wolenski et al. 1993; Houdusse et al. 1996; Zhu et al.
1996; Whittaker and Milligan 1997; Homma et al. 2000).
This mechanism derives from the properties of neuromodu-
lin, and is based on a general, but (as shown by Bähler et al.
1994) not completely exclusive preference for the IQ motif
to bind apo-CaM rather than Ca4CaM.

This work addresses the central question of the affinity of
calmodulin and its domains for sequences in the IQ region
of myosin V. Whereas calmodulin appears to be able to act
as the principal light chain of mouse myosin V (Trybus et al.
1999; Wang et al. 2000), the light chain binding to the
highly homologous IQ1 sequence of chicken myosin V ap-
pears to be a specialized (i.e., noncalmodulin, non-Ca2+-
sensitive) ELC (De La Cruz et al. 2000). We have therefore
concentrated on the central IQ3 and IQ4 sequences of the
neck motif of myosin V, which typically acts as the func-
tional target for apo-CaM.

The measurement of the affinity of interaction of the IQ3
and IQ4 peptides with the isolated domains of calmodulin
clearly shows that all the interactions are stronger in the
presence of excess Ca2+. This result was unexpected in view
of the reports that at [Ca2+] � 1 mM, at least one calmod-
ulin molecule can be dissociated from the IQ region of
either myosin I or V (see above). Furthermore, in the inter-

actions with either IQ3 or IQ4, either in the presence or
absence of Ca2+, the C domain, either by itself, or as part of
intact calmodulin, binds more strongly than the N domain.
In the absence of Ca2+, the N domain is estimated to interact
only weakly with either the IQ3 or the IQ4 sequence at
physiological ionic strength (∼ 100 mM KCl), and it is found
to have ∼ 200-fold lower affinity for a given IQ sequence
than the C domain. Time-resolved anisotropy studies of
complexes of IQ3 or IQ4 with apo-CaM labeled in either the
N or C domain with Alexa-488 show the greater mobility of
the N domain (Bayley et al. 2002; P.M. Bayley, S.R. Martin,
J.P. Browne, and C.A. Royer, in prep.). In the presence of
Ca2+, the N-domain affinity increases markedly (Kd de-
creases from 20 �M to 100 nM), whereas the C-domain
affinity increases only ∼ 10-fold (Kd decreases from 100 nM
to 10 nM). The interactions of intact calmodulin with IQ3
and IQ4 are consistent with these values. In the absence of
Ca2+, calmodulin binds one molecule of IQ3 (or IQ4), and
the affinity is largely accounted for by the C-domain inter-
action. In the presence of Ca2+, calmodulin can bind two
molecules of either IQ3 or IQ4. Hence, both the C domain
and the N domain of Ca4CaM can interact with either pep-
tide.

The interactions of separate domains with the concate-
nated IQ34 sequence show that in the presence of Ca2+, the
N domain interacts somewhat more strongly with the IQ4
portion of IQ34 than does the C domain, whereas the C
domain binds more strongly to the IQ3 portion of IQ34, as
found for the binding of isolated domains to the separate
IQ3 and IQ4 peptide sequences. Consistent with these quan-
titative results, the binding of calmodulin to the IQ34 pep-
tide in the presence of Ca2+ results in a novel 1:1 complex.
This stoichiometry is confirmed by (1) the sharp end point
of the fluorescence titration; (2) the high affinity of complex
formation (Kd ∼ 1 pM), indicating contributions from both
domains; (3) the size of the increase in the far-UV CD
signal, indicating increased �-helicity in both IQ3 and IQ4
portions; and (4) the molecular mass by hydrodynamic
methods, which confirms that the complex is indeed that of
a single molecule of calmodulin with a single IQ34 peptide.

Thus, the observed affinities do not of themselves predict
that Ca2+ would induce dissociation of calmodulin from IQ3
or IQ4, as might have been expected by analogy with the
case of the single IQ sequence containing peptide of neu-
romodulin (see above). In contrast, the results with the con-
catenated IQ34 sequence indicate that increased [Ca2+] may
cause an individual calmodulin molecule to bind with high
affinity, at least to the central motifs of the IQ region of
myosin V, to form a specific and stable 1:1 complex. The
spectroscopic evidence indicates that both N and C domains
can interact with the residues of the IQ motif itself. Also,
fluorescence and near-UV CD data indicate similar proper-
ties of the Trp residue of the IQ3 sequence in position +3
from the IQ motif, in complexes of Ca4CaM and IQ3 or
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IQ34. Together with the observed affinities of separate
holo-N and C domains for IQ34, this evidence strongly
indicates the assignment that the C domain interacts with
the IQ3 portion, and the N domain with the IQ4 portion of
IQ34.

These results with IQ34 also have important structural
implications, which may be illustrated with reference to the
structure of the scallop regulatory unit (1wdc.pdb; myosin

774–837 plus ELC, RLC). This structure has been taken as
a general model for concatenated IQ sequences, and spe-
cifically used for modeling the interactions of apo-CaM
with the BBM1 sequence (Houdusse et al. 1996, 1aji.pdb).
Figure 10A shows the myosin heavy chain as a continuous
helix, with a 40° curvature at residues 795–796, and finally
a sharp bend at W826. The separation along the helix of the
two Gln residues in the two adjacent IQ sequences is ∼ 38–

Fig. 10. Derivation of a model for the Ca4CaM–IQ34 complex based on 1wdc.pdb and 1aji.pdb. (A) The structure of the regulatory unit of scallop muscle
myosin (1wdc.pdb): myosin heavy chain 774–837 (red). Both of the domains of the essential light chain (ELC, blue, green) and the regulatory light chain
(RLC, cyan, pale green) interact with the myosin heavy chain. Their C-terminal domains interact with the IQ sequences based on residues 785, 786 and
881, 882 (yellow). (B) Separate superpositions are made of the C domain (blue, residues 76–148) and N domain (cyan, residues 6–76) of Ca4CaM (4cln.pdb)
onto the C domains of ELC and RLC in 1wdc.pdb, respectively. All domain superpositions were made with Swiss Pdb Viewer (Guex and Peitsch 1997)
using a least-squares superposition of backbone coordinates of homologous residues in the four helical regions of any pair of domains. In the preferred
configuration shown (see text), the connectivity required for calmodulin would be from C1, the C terminus of the N domain (pink, right), to N2, the N
terminus of the C domain (pale green, left). If the alternative connectivity is adopted (i.e., N domain left and C domain right), the connectivity would be
from C2 (pink, left) to N1 (pale green, right). Neither connectivity appears feasible with calmodulin structure (see text). (C) A topological model for the
Ca4CaM–IQ34 complex. Initially, the structure of the C domain of holo-CaM (4cln.pdb) is superimposed onto the C domain of apo-CaM (1 aji.pdb),
including the IQ-containing helical peptide of unconventional BBM1 (based on residues 662, 663, yellow). The complex so generated (Ca2C-
domain.BBM1peptide) is then superimposed on both the C domain (blue) and the N domain (cyan) of holo-CaM (4cln.pdb). This calmodulin structure is
chosen because it is the maximally extended form of holo-calmodulin with an intact linker sequence. At this point the C and N domains of holo-calmodulin
in 4cln configuration carry two (approximately parallel) copies of the IQ peptide. These are now truncated to lengths of 23 and 25 residues, representing
the two sequences of myosin V, namely, IQ3 (red) and IQ4 (pink), respectively. The interdomain linker of holo-CaM is in fact partially nonhelical and
flexible in solution. This flexibility is simulated by (1) breaking the linker structure at residue 75; (2) rotating one domain (plus its target IQ sequence) by
180° about the linker axis; and (3) tilting one domain (plus target) by ∼ 30° in the plane of the two peptides, to bring the C-terminal residue of IQ3 into
close proximity with the N-terminal residue of IQ4. Linking the two termini would produce an antiparallel hairpin structure, involving the two �-helical
IQ sequences, bridged by the two calmodulin domains, which are connected by a flexible linker. Sufficient potential latitude exists in the C- and N-terminal
residues of IQ3 and IQ4, respectively (gray), to allow for the continuous topology of IQ34. An even more compact structure could be achieved in principle
by fully exploiting the flexibility of the calmodulin interdomain linker. The figures were generated using Swiss-PdbViewer V.3.7.
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40 Å. It is the C domains of ELC and RLC that interact with
the N- and C-terminal IQ motifs, respectively.

In considering whether a single calmodulin molecule
could span this distance, we note the need for (1) preserva-
tion of the normal helical structure of holo-CaM (as implied
by the far-UV CD results), (2) formation in each domain of
a hydrophobic site with which the IQ motif is presumed to
interact specifically, and (3) the assignment of the calmod-
ulin C-domain interacting with the N-terminal IQ motif of
the double IQ sequence. At present there is no high-resolu-
tion structure of holo-CaM with an IQ motif. In the model
apo-CaM–IQ peptide (1aji.pdb), the calcium-binding loops
are remote from the target peptide. We assume that the
effect of calcium binding is to cause the change from the
semiopen conformation of the apo-C domain to the open
conformation of the holo-C domain, so that the orientation
of the IQ peptide in the complex with the holo-C domain is
the same as that seen in 1wdc and 1aji. The holo-C and
holo-N domains have similar open conformations, and their
interactions with IQ targets are likely to be closely similar to
one another.

Figure 10B shows the results of superimposing the C
domain and N domain of holo-CaM on the C domain of the
ELC and C domain of the RLC, respectively. This proce-
dure retains the same relative orientation of domain and
helical peptide, produces an optimal superposition of the
semiopen and open conformations of domains, and allows
comparison of the overall topologies. In the preferred as-
signment of the calmodulin C domain replacing the ELC C
domain (Fig. 10B), the distance between the last residue of
the N domain and the first residue of the C domain is ∼ 65
Å, that is, far exceeding the potential span of calmodulin. In
the reversed assignment, with holo-CaM-N domain and
holo-CaM-C domain replacing the C domains of ELC and
RLC, respectively, this distance is shorter, approximately
38 Å. Even so, such a distance could only be spanned by the
conversion of a significant number of residues from helix D
(N domain) and helix E (C domain) of calmodulin into an
extended form, for which there is no experimental evidence.
We conclude that the double-length IQ sequence of IQ34
cannot exist as a continuous helix in the observed mono-
meric 1:1 complex with holo-calmodulin.

Figure 10C shows the derivation of an illustrative topo-
logical model of the complex of Ca4CaM–IQ34 that is con-
sistent with the experimental observations. Thus, although
the resulting model is not an exact molecular structure, it
serves to illustrate the topology required to satisfy the ob-
served set of interactions within reasonable distance con-
straints. The magnitude of the far-UV CD change in form-
ing the complex is consistent with ∼ 20 residues of IQ34
adopting �-helical structure, with ∼ 10 residues each in the
IQ3 and IQ4 portions. This represents ∼ 40% of the total
peptide helical sequence shown in Figure 10D, and approxi-
mates to the number of residues involved in the interfaces

with either domain. Thus there is considerable scope for
additional flexibility from the nonhelical portions of the
IQ34, especially in the region between the two IQ motifs,
and this would allow additional interactions to occur to
further consolidate the complex.

The formation of a bridged complex, in which the C and
N domains of calmodulin simultaneously interact with the
two adjacent IQ motifs, necessarily imposes the steric re-
quirement of a major conformational change in the IQ34
peptide itself. The extended, continuous double-length
�-helical structure (seen in 1wdc.pdb) is apparently stabi-
lized by the binding of both domains of the ELC and RLC
light chains. The corresponding sequence in IQ34, with
fewer domain interactions, presumably lacks this stabiliza-
tion, providing further argument against it being continuous
in the bridged complex of IQ34 with a single holo-CaM. It
may be either severely bent or separated in two parts, prob-
ably in the central region between the two IQ sequences.

This model predicts that Ca2+ can induce a structural
change of the regulatory region, which would potentially
affect the integrity of the lever arm, and hence motility, of
the myosin V. The available evidence indicates that each
individual IQ motif in an unconventional myosin interacts
with a single light chain, generally apo-CaM. In contrast,
the model structure has 1 Ca4CaM molecule interacting
with 2 IQ motifs, and therefore also predicts a Ca2+-depen-
dent change of stoichiometry in the interaction of calmod-
ulin with concatenated IQ sequences. This could explain the
observed Ca2+-dependent dissociation of at least one cal-
modulin molecule from myosin V (and myosin I; Zhu et al.
1998; Homma et al. 2000). This model also provides some
indication of possible structural consequences of the cal-
modulin dissociation. The IQ motifs in a concatenated se-
quence may, of course, exhibit different individual binding
properties with calmodulin, and with different sensitivities
to Ca2+. Based on our results of the affinities of IQ3 and
IQ4, binding apparently occurs mainly by interaction of the
calmodulin C domain, and this may be a relatively general
phenomenon. Although the apo-N domain generally makes
a weaker energetic contribution, in the presence of Ca2+, its
affinity (for IQ3 and IQ4 targets) increases more dramati-
cally than that of the C domain, so that the holo-N-domain
affinity becomes more comparable to that of the holo-C-
domain affinity (and in fact exceeds it in affinity for the
IQ4). In addition, there is an energetic benefit to the affinity
of the two domains being linked together in the same cal-
modulin molecule (Persechini et al. 1994). Thus there is the
paradoxical effect that Ca2+ causes increased affinity of
both calmodulin domains for the IQ motifs, but the forma-
tion of the 1:1 bridged complex of Ca4CaM–IQ34 actually
causes the dissociation of one calmodulin molecule. This is
because of the markedly increased affinity of the (Ca2+-
loaded) N domain, and the change of the double-length IQ
helix into a discontinuous, bent or folded conformation.
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Because this complex is formed with high affinity, the ap-
parent affinity for Ca2+ of calmodulin in the presence of the
IQ34 target sequence will be significantly enhanced; how-
ever, this effect would be moderated by possible interac-
tions between adjacent apo-CaM molecules in a concatenat-
ed IQ system. Whether this novel bridged mode of CaM-
target binding is the sole or predominant action of Ca2+ on
the IQ region of myosin V cannot be resolved until similar
experiments have been performed on the neighboring motifs
of this region.

Published results for myosin I and V have suggested that
inhibition of motility may occur as low as pCa 6, whereas
Ca2+-induced dissociation of calmodulin has generally been
observed at pCa ∼ 4 or above. Electron microscopy of myo-
sin I at pCa 3 previously resolved a Ca2+-dependent struc-
tural change of the myosin, interpreted as a major change of
mass apparently caused by the dissociation of calmodulin
(Whittaker and Milligan 1997). The proposed bridged
mechanism appears to be consistent with this observation.
More recently, while the present work was in preparation,
Inoue and Ikebe (2001) reported that pCa ∼ 6 also caused
dissociation of calmodulin from (3IQ)-myosin-I�. Using
truncation of individual IQ motifs, it was shown that
this occurs from IQ3, whereas the Ca2+-induced increase in
the actin-dependent ATPase was assigned to calmodulin
bound to the IQ1 sequence. This interesting result is also
consistent with the observations that myosin I truncated to
contain only IQ1 does not show Ca2+-dependent regulation
of the motility, in terms of Ca2+ inhibition of motility, and
requirement of exogenous calmodulin for its restoration in
the absence of Ca2+ (Geeves et al. 2000; Perreault-Micale et
al. 2000). However, this Ca2+-dependent regulation is re-
tained in constructs of mouse myosin V containing the mo-
tor domain plus IQ1 and IQ2 motifs (Trybus et al. 1999;
Homma et al. 2000). These results would also be consistent
with the role of pairs of IQ motifs providing a Ca2+-sensi-
tive regulation of motility by calmodulin, involving a con-
formational change in the structure of the lever arm, con-
sistent with the bridged structure described here for
Ca4CaM–IQ34. It will be very interesting to compare the
behavior of other double-length IQ motifs from the uncon-
ventional myosins.

In summary, we find that Ca2+ enhances interactions of
calmodulin with these IQ sequences of myosin V. However,
calmodulin dissociation may occur from concatenated mul-
tiple IQ sequences, owing to the Ca2+-dependent interaction
of a single calmodulin binding to two adjacent IQ se-
quences. This involves a novel mode of interaction of cal-
modulin in a bridged 1:1 structure, requiring both a confor-
mational change of the regulatory region, and dissociation
of at least one of the calmodulin molecules. Such an inter-
action occurring with full-length myosin V would provide a
possible mechanism for Ca2+-dependent regulation of the
structure of the full region of multiple IQ sequences, modu-

lating its function as a lever arm in the actin-based motility
of unconventional myosins.

Materials and methods

Proteins and peptides

Drosophila CaM was expressed in Escherichia coli and purified as
described elsewhere (Browne et al. 1997). The tryptic fragments of
CaM were prepared as described (Barth et al. 1998). Proteins were
made Ca2+-free by incubating with 5–25 mM EGTA and then
desalting by passage though two Pharmacia PD10 (G25) columns
equilibrated with Chelex-treated buffer (25 mM Tris at pH 8.0).
The peptides (IQ3, IQ4, and IQ34) were purchased from the Uni-
versity of Bristol and were end-protected by N-terminal acetyla-
tion and C-terminal amidation. Peptide concentrations were deter-
mined spectrophotometrically using calculated �278 values of 9475
M−1 cm−1 (IQ3), 3885 M−1 cm−1 (IQ4), and 13,360 M−1 cm−1

(IQ34; Pace et al. 1995). The concentrations of apo-CaM and
apo-Tr2C were also determined spectrophotometrically using
�279 � 1874 M−1 cm−1 (Maune et al. 1992). An approximate con-
centration of apo-Tr1C was determined using a calculated extinc-
tion coefficient of 975 M−1 cm−1; a more precise value was de-
termined from far-UV CD measurements using a ��M value of 380
M−1 cm−1.

Determination of peptide affinities

Dissociation constants for the interaction of the peptides with holo-
and apo-CaM were determined at 20°C in 25 mM Tris (pH 8)
buffer containing 1 mM CaCl2 or 0.2 mM EDTA as appropriate.
The ionic strength was varied by addition of the appropriate
amount of KCl. Dissociation constants for IQ3 were determined by
direct fluorometric titration at 330 nm using a SPEX FluoroMax
fluorimeter with �ex � 290 nm. Dissociation constants for IQ4
were determined using a fluorescence competition assay in which
this nonfluorescent peptide was used to displace IQ3 from its
complex with either apo- or holo-CaM. Four independent titrations
were performed, and the average value is reported with its standard
deviation. The direct fluorometric titrations of the tryptophan-con-
taining peptide (IQ3 � W) with a calmodulin fragment (C) were
fit to the following equation:

Fluorescence � F(C)[C] + F(W)[W] + F(CW)[CW]

where the F values are the molar fluorescence intensities. A value
for the dissociation constant (Kd(W)) was obtained from a nonlinear
least squares fit to this equation with concentrations calculated by
solving:

[CW]2 − (Kd(W) + CT + WT)[CW] + CTWT � 0

where the subscript T denotes total concentrations. We also in-
cluded a factor (X(W)) in the fitting equation to correct for errors in
the peptide concentration (i.e., actual concentration � WTX(W)).
Titrations with X(W) < 1.1 or with X(W) < 0.9 were rejected.

For the displacement assay the optical signal is fit to the fol-
lowing equation:

Signal � F(C)[C] + F(W)[W] + F(S)[S] + F(CW)[CW] + F(CS)[CS]

where S is the spectroscopically silent peptide (IQ4).
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A value for the dissociation constant (Kd(S)) was obtained from
a nonlinear least squares fit to this equation with concentrations
calculated by solving:

[C]3 + (−CT + Kd(S) + Kd(W) + WT + ST)[C]2 + (−CTKd(S)

− CTKd(W) + Kd(S)Kd(W) + WTKd(S) + STKd(W))[C]
− CTKd(S)Kd(W) � 0

with Kd(W) fixed at the value determined from the direct titration.

Circular dichroism measurements

The CD spectra of CaM and CaM–peptide complexes were re-
corded on a Jasco J-715 spectropolarimeter at 20°C in 25 mM Tris,
10 or 100 mM KCl (pH 8.0) plus 1 mM CaCl2 or 0.2 mM EDTA
as appropriate. Intensities are reported as differential absorption
(�A) or as the circular dichroism absorption coefficient (��M)
calculated using the molar concentration of peptide or protein.
Values of ��MRW may be calculated as ��MRW � ��M/N, where
N is the appropriate number of peptide bonds.

Equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation

Ultracentrifugation measurements were made with a Beckman
XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge using a 4-position An60Ti rotor.
Each cell had a path length of 1.2 cm. Three solutions of the
equimolar mixture of calmodulin and IQ34 peptide were used with
absorbances (280 nm) of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, that is, calmodulin
concentrations of 14, 28, and 42 �M. The solutions were allowed
to reach equilibrium at speeds of 15,000, 20,000, and 25,000 rpm,
and the absorbance relative to buffer was scanned stepwise at each
speed. The partial specific volume of the 1:1 complex (at 20°C)
was calculated from its amino acid composition to be 0.726 cm3/g.
The solvent density was calculated to be 1.00413 g/cm3. The nine
resultant data sets were fitted to the appropriate equation using
Beckman Optima XL-A/XL-I data analysis software.
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